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Objective 

 Urban systems are significant sources for 
anthropogenic GHGs (inc. CO2)

 Urban LCC affects energy use and 
therefore anthropogenic emissions

 Processes that affect LCC and therefore 
energy use, can be modeled to explore 
local decision options.



Background

 S. Arrhenius (1896) identified CO2  
emissions with industrialization (an urban 
process)

 Urban areas are small (<4% US)
 Fossil fuel emissions are well known (but 

not their geography)
 Fossil fuel combustion drives urban 

processes



IPCC 2001 Report

 It is unlikely that the aggregate of realistic land 
use changes over the next 50 to 100 years will 
contribute to global scale climate changes 
comparable to those resulting from the warming 
associated with the continuing increase in 
greenhouse gases.

 Reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and the 
gases that control their concentrations will be 
necessary to stabilize their concentrations.



The problem with cities

 High spatial, spectral, temporal variability 
 Census and civil boundaries are relative
 Land uses and land cover are quite 

different
 Many drivers of change (physical, 

biological, social, economic, demographic, 
etc.) 



Scientific community

 Cannot assess urban role
 Cannot assess land use 

impacts
 Cannot monitor 

metropolitan areas 
(absolute or relative)

 Cannot pinpoint leverage
 Cannot project or predict 

changes



CO2 emissions grow as numbers, sizes, 
and sprawl of housing increase



Metropolitan areas
 Urban structures: 

impervious (~30% of metro area)
vegetation (~70% of metro area)

 Carbon  energy
 Fuel, food, and fiber

 Landscapes include:
 Vegetation (low energy buffers)
 Impervious surfaces (hi-energy)

 Buildings
 Transport surfaces



Vegetation dynamics shows social change



Resampled multidate Landsat and census 
data links vegetation change to 

social/economic change in Detroit



Comparison of aerial photo (right)
impervious surface (left) image



Changes in impervious surfaces show changes in 
urban CO2 emissions: red = increase



Many land use change models mistakenly 
assume spatial equilibrium



Three approaches
Bookkeeping (inventory of what’s there):
e.g. vegetated areas are inconsequential –
not much carbon sequestration

Engineering (how the pieces fit together):
e.g. vegetated areas are good – cool cities, 
preserve biota

Scientific (discover why: the drivers):
e.g. vegetated areas are bad – changes 
operational scale, reduces efficiency



Urban self-organizing systems 

 Non-linear dynamic systems operating far from 
equilibrium

 Noble laureate Ilya Prigogine & Peter Allen
 Open systems + energy = self-organization
 von Neumann’s Cellular Automata 

(successive states determined by rules and local 
state)

 Conway’s “Game of Life” unpredictable
 Wolfram’s “New Kind of Science” 



Cellular Automata grows solutions:
see Jin Chen et. al., in PE&RS, Oct. 2002
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Conclusion

 Urban systems are complex 
thermodynamic systems emitting GHGs

 Humans continuously rebuild their urban 
environments on 30 to 60 year cycles

 CA may be used to model complex urban 
spatial processes and explore different 
policy scenerios – a “no-regrets” approach 
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